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Real Knowledge for
the Real Patriot

America needs your knowledgeable
and capable help.

"Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own governors must arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives." -- James Madison (Letter to W.T. Barry, August 4, 1822)

"The man who never looks into a newspaper is better informed than he who reads them; inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to the
truth than he whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors. It is a melancholy truth that a suppression of the press could not more com-
pletely deprive the nation of its benefits than is done by its abandoned prostitution to falsehood." - Thomas Jefferson 

THOMAS JEFFERSON, letter to Samuel Kercheval, July 12, 1816:

"I am not an advocate for frequent changes in laws and Constitutions. But laws and institutions must go hand in hand with the progress of
the human mind. As that becomes more developed, more enlightened, as new discoveries are made, new truths discovered and manners and
opinions change, with the change of circumstances, institutions must advance also to keep pace with the times. We might as well require a
man to wear still the coat which fitted him when a boy as civilized society to remain ever under the regimen of their barbarous ancestors."
—The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. Paul L. Ford, vol. 10, pp. 42–43 (1899).

"Yes, we did produce a near perfect Republic. But will they keep it, or will they, in the enjoyment of plenty, lose the memory of freedom?
Material abundance without character is the surest way to destruction." -- Thomas Jefferson

Enhance your power with knowledge. Knowledge

enhances abilities and casts out fear.

Fear creates War - Love creates Peace.

"The republican is the only form of government which
is not eternally at open or secret war with the rights of
mankind."   Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826), U.S. presi-
dent.     Letter, 11 March 1790.
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Allodial Freehold - History,
Force & Effect of the Land
Patent

Anonymous

Gives history and detailed description of the Land Patent Title

processes and procedures. The Land Patent is one of the

fundamental rights and powers We The People have. This

information has been almost impossible to find. If you have land

you need this book. Unless you have a Land Patent Title on

your property you do not really own it. This book tells you what

it is and it's history.

"Land ownership in America presently is founded on colors of

title, and though people believe they are the complete and total

owners of their property; under a color of title system this is far

from the truth. When people state that they are free and own

their land, they in fact own it exactly to the extent the English

barons owned their land in Common-Law England. They own

their land so long as some "sovereign", the government or a

creditor, states that they can own their land. If one recalls from

the beginning of this memorandum, it was stated that if the King

felt it justified, he could take the land from one person and give

such land to another prospective baron. Today, in American

color-of-title property law, if the landowner does not pay

income tax, estate tax, property tax, mortgages or even a

security note on personal property, then the "sovereign", the

government or the creditor, can justify the taking of the

property and the sale of that same property to another

prospective "baron", while leaving the owner with only limited

defenses to such actions. The only real difference between this

and Common-Law England is that now others besides the King

can profit from the unwillingness or inability of the

"landowner" to perform the socage or tenure required of every

landowner of America. As such, no one is completely safe or

protected on his property; no one can afford to make one

mistake or the consequences will be forfeiture of the property."

8.5" X 11"

P0001394 $9.95Book - Softbound

Attorney License Fraud

Anonymous

"The practice of Law CAN NOT be licensed by any state/State.

Schware v. Board of Examiners, 353 U.S. 238, 239. The

"certificate" from the State Supreme Court only authorizes: To

practice Law, "in Courts" as a member of the State Judicial

Branch of Government. A bar card holder can only represent

"wards of the Court". The state bar card is not a license; it is a

Union Dues Card of a Professional Association. etc., etc.

P0003295 $1.92Pamphlet

Attorney License Fraud (pdf)

Anonymous

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf3295 $0.89eBook

Banking & Credit Ploys - How
the System Works

Meador, Dan

"A bank, when operating as a Federal Home Loan Bank, Farm

Credit Bank, or otherwise, has no independent right to

foreclose against mortgages, credit card debt, or anything

else."

So begins this incredible piece of very intense research into the

banking and credit laws of our nation. Meador thoroughly

exposes the legal definitions and laws which explicitly authorize

and govern such institutions. The laws are revealing and show

something other than what we have been mislead to believe.

Ever been foreclosed against? Know someone who has? This

information STOPS some foreclosures in their tracks. 8 1/2 X

11 format and contains sample legal forms you can modify and

use.

P1799 $5.95Pamphlet

Banking & Credit Ploys - How
the System Works (pdf)

Meador, Dan

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf1799 $2.95eBook

page  1This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Catron County  Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments
Ordinance

Catron County, New Mexico

A small county "kicked the federales" out by reaffirming the 5th

and 14th Amendments to the US Constitution and making them

a county ordinance. The people of this county are standing up

for themselves and their rights. Full disclosure of ordinances,

step-by-step procedure to do the same in your county. Names,

phone numbers and addresses in Catron County to get more

information and help if you need it. EVERY COUNTY IN

AMERICA NEEDS A COPY OF THIS PAPER. 8.5" X 11"

P0211194 $4.00Pamphlet

Common and Statutory Law
Self Study Course vol.1
(Torts, Liens and Criminal
Procedures) & vol. II (Practice
and Civil Actions),
Blackstone Institute

OVER 900 8 1/2 X 11 PAGES IN TWO PERFECT BOUND

VOLUMES. AN ORIGINAL STUDY COURSE

FOR INDIVIDUALS PREPARING TO PRACTICE LAW or

defend themselves in court or to keep your attorney honest.

Complete with Quizzes on each Section. ORIGINALLY

PREPARED BY THE BLACKSTONE INSTITUTE.

Volume I

Law of Torts, Part I, Trespass

Law of Torts, Part II, Conversion

Law of Torts, Part III, Legal Cause & Negligence

Law of Torts, Part IV, Negligence

Law of Torts, Part V, Defamation

Law of Torts, Part VI, Malicious Prosecution

Law of Torts, Part VII, Interference in Relations

Law of Torts, Part VIII, Privacy

Law of Liens and Pledges

Law of Criminal Procedure

Law, Origin, Nature & Development

VOLUME II

Practice in Civil Actions

Law of Attachment & Garnishment

Law of Judgments & Executions

Law of Extraordinary Remedies

Law of Evidence

Constitutional Law, Constitutions

Constitutional Law, Powers of Government

Constitutional Law, Guarantees

Constitutional Law, Eminent Domain

Constitutional Law, Taxation

Constitutional Law, Naturalization

B0405 $95.00Book - Softbound

Common Law Court - Writ of
Mandamus, Oklahoma

Meador, Dan

An action filed (2/6/95) with the Oklahoma State Supreme

Court with the objective of forcing the Supreme Court to write

rules for the at-law (common law) actions and prescribing how

the actions should be filed and enforced through the county

clerk's office in each county - all according to the Oklahoma

Constitution. 8.5" X 11"

P0012295 $6.00Pamphlet

Constitution of the State of

Nebraska

Anonymous

Faithful copy of the original.

P1500 $4.95Pamphlet

Constitutional Authorization to
Travel & Operate A Motor
Vehicle

Massey, Hal

"A citizen cannot be denied the Right to travel without a

warrant for due cause, or without due process under the law

under the 5th amendment. The individual's right to travel

cannot be usurped by any State Legislature." Kent v. Dulles,

357, U.S. 116-125. "Under the Constitutional provision secured

in the 14th Amendment, all men have a common right in the use

of roadways, highways, byways, and waterways to transport

themselves, and their property, from one place to another."

Schactman v. Dulles, App. D.C. 287-293. 8.5" X 11"

P0031194 $1.45Pamphlet

County Patriot

Meador, Dan

You are concerned because government has gotten out of hand,

but you can't fight city hall, much less Congress and the state/

federal terrocrats? Here is the plan -- how Americans can restore

the constitutional republic and government accountability.

There is help waiting to be called to reassume your COUNTY

GOVERNMENT from foreign UN control. 8.5" X 11"

P0001295 $1.50Pamphlet

page  2This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Direct Challenge, v5

Meador, Dan

"After considerable review of the Internal Revenue Code,

Treasury regulations and published Internal Revenue Service

policy, including the Internal Revenue Manual, it appears that

the proposed examination of my financial records exceeds

venue and subject matter jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue

Service and that you may be operating under color of authority

of Government of the United States. I will address the bulk of

the issues giving rise to concern for your authority in a decision

request to be submitted to the Internal Revenue Service national

office or by initiating adversarial proceedings. However,

preliminary evidences are useful." 8 1/2" X 11"

P806 $0.99Pamphlet

Do I Have To File? + The IRS/
BATF are private Trusts!

Meador, Dan & Cooper, William

A thoroughly researched history of authority behind the IRS.

The truth is the IRS ONLY has authority in the federal

territories and not in any state party to the Constitution.

Research shows the true definitions of the words that supposely

bind one to declare and pay IRS taxes. None are binding on

non-federal citizens! Title 26 does not apply to any non-federal

citizen! Also contains the startling and thoroughly researched

document "IRS: Agents of a Foreign Government?" exposing

the IRS and BATF as PRIVATE TRUSTS operating out of

Puerto Rico and proving they have never been part of the

Federal Government. This is an eye-opener!  8.5" X 11"

P0131194 $7.95Pamphlet

Do I Have To File? + The IRS/
BATF are private Trusts! (pdf)

Meador, Dan & Cooper, William

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf131101 $3.95eBook

Engineering Analysis of the U.
S. Monetary System

Anonymous

Specifically, this paper is an engineering report of the key

findings, subsequent analysis and fundamental conclusions of

on-going research of the U.S. Monetary System. This research

and analysis is complete enough to show basic system workings

and major flaws, provable through indisputable mathematical

facts that govern the U.S. monetary system.

P0051194 $2.50Pamphlet

Examination Request

Meador, Dan

SUBJECT: Request for examination decision to determine

requirement to keep books and records and file returns or collect

taxes imposed by Subtitles A & C of the Internal Revenue Code

and/or qualified state income tax;

YEARS AT ISSUE: Calendar years ending December 31, 1994

through 2003;

ENCLOSURE: Status & Disclosure Affidavit of Material Facts;

CURRENT ISSUES: I have received Letter 2050 notices for

calendar years 1994, 1997 and 1999 from offices in Cincinnati,

Ohio and Bensalem, Pennsylvania.

8 1/2" X 11"

P606 $0.89Pamphlet

page  3This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Federal Tax Law
Administration &
Enforcement, 3rd revision

Meador, Dan

Constitutional Framework for Tax Law Administration &

Enforcement

In Wayman v. Southard (1825), John Marshall, former chief

justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, stated that

after ratification of the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Amendments,

Congress had no choice but to make certain provisions in the

judiciary act of 1792. In the longstanding precedent case,

Marshall cited sections of the act in which Congress specified

that all actions at law must proceed in the course of the common

law where equity, admiralty and maritime causes proceed in the

course of the civil law.

What is today known as the Bill of Rights was an essential

element in securing ratification of the Constitution so

Government of the United States could convene under the

Constitution rather than the Articles of Confederation. The

reason for insistence on a bill of rights, which most of the

original states had in or attached to their respective

constitutions, was to restrict powers of the new central

government and secure certain rights so there would be no

question concerning due process and other essential rights.

Accordingly, the amendments ratified in 1792 were

implemented as declaratory and restricting clauses."

8 1/2" X 11"

P1206 $4.49Pamphlet

Federal Tax Liability
Questionnaire

Meador, Dan

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine your

relationship, or the relationship of whatever enterprise you are

involved in, to the Federal tax system. It is for your private

information and use.

To provide context, you might note if the questionnaire is being

completed for yourself in your private capacity, you and a

spouse, or some enterprise such as a corporation, trust or an

unincorporated enterprise you own or are otherwise involved

with. If you are working in electronic format, complete the

question section for yourself and each business or trust in a

separate file. Use the “Save As” command to duplicate the file.

Name each file to designate application, e.g., “Doe_Personal”,

“Honeymoon_Trust” & “ABC_Company”.

If you are currently involved in a dispute with the Internal

Revenue Service and/or a state tax agency and you retain our

services, you will also need to provide more particularized

information and documents. In addition to this questionnaire,

complete our statement and claim work file and provide

designated documents.

8 1/2" X 11"

P1106 $0.99Pamphlet

Gemstone Files, A Key

Roberts, Bruce

The Gemstone Files were written in many segments over a

period of years from 1932 - 1975. These are personal records

concerning Kennedy, Onasis, Mafia, Senators and big business.

Inside dope on the drug business. Real inside information on a

lot of dirty business. 8.5" X 11"

P0191194 $1.75Pamphlet

page  4This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Great Flood Mystery

Iverson, Ben

A geological study of the broad view of North America Geology

with emphasis on the general background of many present

geological reports.

THESIS: 2000 years ago, two floods of over 5000 cubic miles

of water came out of northern Canada at tremendous speed,

sufficient to completely demolish large gaps in the Rocky

Mountain chain. From Jasper, Canada north, across Montana

and Wyoming, and across New Mexico/Arizona. The routing,

the force and direction of this flood is followed along with the

destruction along the way. The deposition pattern of an

estimated 4000 miles of soil is also established, reaching, in one

case, an elevation of 11,000 feet above sea level. Speeds of the

flood were up to 500 miles per hour and maintained by the

Coriollus force.

B0002195 $40.00Book - Softbound

Habeus Corpus - The Great
Writ

Anonymous

Complete documentation for a Writ of Habeus Corpus. Simply

fill in the blanks. Tells history, what it is, how to use it, when to

use it, who can use it. Absolutely invaluable if someone you

care for finds themselves unlawfully imprisoned. As we

advance closer and closer to a One World Dictatorship this

document will be more and more valuable and used.

P0181194 $10.00Pamphlet

How Did You Get Here?

Anonymous

This document has been assembled from various laws and

definitions and structured to educate the reader on the subject of

money and relationships with money. The courts will not define

money today. If the courts were to define money, then everyone

would find out how they got here (in the economic and political

chaos mess)! 8.5" x 11"

P0003394 $5.95Pamphlet

How Our Banking System
Started - How it Relates to The
Missing 13th Amendment

Dodge, David

"In the winter of 1983, archival research expert David Dodge,

and former Baltimore police investigator Tom Dunn, were

searching for evidence of government corruption in public

records stored in the Belfast Library on the coast of Maine. By

chance, they discovered the library's oldest authentic copy of the

Constitution of the United States (printed in 1825). Both men

were stunned to see this document included a 13th Amendment

that no longer appears on current copies of the Constitution.

Moreover, after studying the Amendment's language and

historical context, they realized the principle intent of this

"missing" Amendment was to prohibit lawyers from serving in

government." 8.5" X 11"

P0101194 $2.50Pamphlet

How Our Banking System
Started - How it Relates to The
Missing 13th Amendment (pdf)

Dodge, David

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf101194 $1.25eBook

Income & Employment Tax
Schemes

Meador, Dan

A friend wants something that simply and clearly explains how

state and federal income tax schemes work. He has the

opportunity to explain the system to others who are interested

but aren’t necessarily convinced that the American people are

being defrauded by state and federal governments.

Until recently the probability that anyone in the private sector

could provide an accurate, reasonably concise explanation of

how the system works, and say who is liable for both income

taxes and the family of social welfare taxes, was pretty remote.

However, thanks to coalitions of researchers pooling their

efforts for the last several years, a reasonably comprehensive

non-technical explanation can be made.

8 1/2" X 11"

P1306 $2.19Pamphlet

page  5This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Institutionalized Tyranny -
Correction and
Implementation

Meador, Dan

In this new 2 hour video Dan Meador presents some intriguing

ideas and considerations on how the Cooperative Federalism

destroying our great country can be corrected and reversed. We

know we have an awesome set of circumstances confronting us.

Dan begins the task of sorting through possibilities and shows

some initial procedures for beginning on the road to health in

our society and governments.

DM12098 $24.00VCR Tape

Institutionalized Tyranny -
Origin of the IRS & Credit
Fraud

Meador, Dan

Tulsa - 2/28/99. In this 2 hour video Dan gives a clear and

concise history of IRS and origin of credit plus explanation of

the court, tax and banking fraud being perpetrated throughout

America.

DM10399 $24.00VCR Tape

Institutionalized Tyranny - The
Character & Color of Authority
- The Problem

Meador, Dan

This 2 hour video documents elements of a scheme known as

Cooperative Federalism that for the last half century has placed

the American people under edict of private courts and has

compromised virtually all State and Federal enforcement

authority. In the last decade, increasing numbers have joined the

effort to unravel how Federal, State, and local governments

make what amount to end runs around constitutional limitations.

The purpose of this composition is to bring the fruit of the best

research into focus, and construct a reasonably comprehensive

picture of the macabre scheme that undermines sovereignty and

solvency of the nation. Dan Meador presents supporting facts

and citations on this earth-changing documentary.

DM11098 $24.00VCR Tape

Institutionalized Tyranny -
Three Video Collection

Meador, Dan

Set of the three Dan Meador video tapes on Cooperative

Federalism with a nice discount. Save $17.00 when you buy all

three.

1) The Character & Color of Authority - The Problem

2) Correction and Implementation

3) Origin of IRS - Credit

"The three videotapes provide overviews of the Federalism

scheme from different perspectives. They were filmed on a

camcorder when I gave seminar presentations. They are not

"how-to" presentations, and they don't go into details of any

given subject to the extent we do in memorandums. However,

they provide decent overviews, and to the best of my

knowledge, more current research isn't contrary to anything

addressed in the videos." Dan, 7/17/00

DM2299 $55.00VCR Tape

Institutionalized Tyranny -
Two Video Collection

Meador, Dan

Set of the two Dan Meador video tapes on Cooperative

Federalism with a nice discount. Save $9.00 when you buy both

at once.

1) The Character & Color of Authority - The Problem

2) Correction and Implementation

DM12198 $39.00VCR Tape

IRS Questions

Meador, Dan

Meador discusses information and defense strategies as

developed by him and others to be used in any court fight with

the IRS. 8 1/2" X 11"

P306 $0.69Pamphlet

page  6This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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IRS: Agents of a Foreign
Government?

Dan Meador, Bill Cooper, et al

"In his article, Cooper cited the Federal Register and the Internal

Revenue Manual acknowledgement that Congress never created

a Bureau of Internal Revenue. We have since located a decision

where Supreme Court justices acknowledged that Congress

never created a Bureau of Internal Revenue or Internal Revenue

Service. Consequently, IRS has no lawful authority to enforce

anything in the Union as Congress is charged with responsibility

for establishing any government department or agency that the

Constitution itself does not establish. If it isn't established by

law enacted in compliance with the constitutionally prescribed

legislative process, an agency doesn't legitimately exist. It has

no lawful authority. Whatever it undertakes is de facto -- it may

do one thing or another in fact, but all acts are without lawful

authority." 8.5" x 11"

P2705 $3.95Book - Softbound

Jury Duty Explicitly Defined
by Legal Cites

Diverse

Contains 32 court citations defining Jury Duties and

Responsibilities.

P605 $1.00Pamphlet

Larimer County "Bill of
Rights" Ordinance

Nagel, Rick; Pond, Dale

Full text of an ordinance model being introduced around the

country. Introducing this ordinance to your county

commissioners will once and for all bring their county back to a

lawful and Constitutional basis in operation. This startling

document:

1. Enacts the first ten articles (our Bill of Rights) as the

foundation ordinance of the county.

2. It enacts Title 18 of the United States Code which defines

violation of a person's rights as a crime.

3. It enacts Title 42 of the United States Code which defines the

penalties for violations against a person's rights referred to in #1

above.

4. It further states that all disputes or violations of this ordinance

will be resolved in an article 3 Common Law court.

The implications of this ordinance will be staggering and will

fundamentally change the way the county and People associate.

This document is the place to start to get one passed in your

county. This ordinance is being introduced into other Colorado

counties as well as a number of cities. This ordinance is being

proposed in counties in New York, Pennsylvania, North

Carolina, Florida, Kentucky, Texas, Oklahoma, Nevada and

California. 8.5" X 11"

P0002495 $2.00Pamphlet

Larimer County "Bill of
Rights" Ordinance (pdf)

Nagel, Rick  and Pond, Dale

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf2495 $1.00eBook

page  7This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Lawful & Legal Basis of
Ordinances

Anonymous

"Since a municipality, city, or town has no sovereignty it cannot

create laws pertaining to  one who does not come within its

purview. It can only enforce the laws of its master  (LAWS OF

THE STATE). However, the city can regulate those artificial

beings it  creates or natural persons it employs."

Brief yet well researched paper on the nature of ordinances and

regulations which may be issued by a county or city (corporate)

government. If you are dealing with your county government

you will need this information to make your points stick and be

valid in court if necessary. 8.5" X 11"

P0004495 $1.00Pamphlet

Lawful & Legal Basis of
Ordinances (pdf)

Anonymous

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf4495 $0.75eBook

Let's Fix it with Common

Sense

Anonymous

A brief description of what is going on in thie country and the

world with details of how many different organizations are

approaching the fix. Names and addresses of groups active in

the developing Common Law movement. 8.5" X 11"

P0021194 $3.35Pamphlet

Masons as Makers of America
- The True Story of the
American Revolution

Peters, Madison C.

Reprint of the original 1917 edition. Excellent and fascinating

rare insight into the Founding Fathers, their Masonic roots, who

they were and what they did to bring America into its own.

From soldiers to politicians the Masons and their philosophy

were the virtual cornerstone of the New Nation. 8.5" X 11"

P0491192 $9.95Pamphlet

Masters of Deceit

Meador, Dan

Dan Meador reveals the evil nature and scope of Cooperative

Federalism in his epic making new book:

America the free has succumbed to Cooperative Federalism.

What were once soveriegn states banded together in a free

Union for their mutual benefit have all been replaced with

corporations and agencies. The fifty united states party to the

Constitution have been supplanted with a semi-private agency

wielding unlimited power called the United States of America.

Many of the federal agencies extending their fraudulent

jurisdiction over the soveriegn states are just that: fraudulent,

having no real jurisdiction outside of federal territories. How

was this accomplished? Where are the original documents

detailing this in actual published law? When did this happen?

Who did it? Meador's new book has the smoking gun details.

Can all this be verified in legal documentation? Yes, here it is.

This monumental research shows all and tells all. Legal citations

from scores of sources prove the fraud. Never before has this

much information been revealed with this clarity, detail and

veracity. Extensively indexed and illustrated. Recently

translated into Spanish. 270+ pages, 8.5" X 11" spiral bound

Get years of Dan Meador's accumulated and indexed research

for only: $29.95

DM22099 $29.95Book - Softbound

Military Flag and Challenge to
Jurisdiction

Winchell, Kenneth H.

Action entered against the People of Colorado challenging the

jurisdiction of the gold-fringed Military Flag as displayed in all

Colorado Courts. This challenge of jurisdiction shall be so

construed as to encompass a direct challenge to the court's

military, quasi-military, paramilitary, Admiralty/Maritime, and/

or Admiralty/forum jurisdiction. Contained in these papers are

the legal sources and origin of the "gold fringed" military flag (4

USC Chapter 1. Sections 1, 2, and 3; Executive Order No.

10834, August 21, 1959, 24 F.R. 6865). 8.5" X 11"

P0006295 $1.00Pamphlet

page  8This catalog supersedes all previous editions. Prices and availability may vary without notice.
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Military Flag and Challenge to
Jurisdiction (pdf)

Winchell, Kenneth H.

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf6295 $0.75eBook

Money Reform Act & Money
Defined

Anonymous

A proposed money reform act to be re-introduced into Congress

that would: abolish the IRS, abolish the Federal Reserve Banks,

reintroduce the gold standard - in short to permanently fix the

mess our money is now in. Send a copy to every Senator and

Representative in America. Also includes the "Money" article

which contains 139 court citations defining exactly what

money is. Money is NOT a Federal Reserve note!!! 8.5" X

11"

P0151194 $3.00Pamphlet

Newstates of Amerika - The
Proposed Constitution for the

Dall, Col. Curtis B.

This is the CFR's and Rockefeller's wish for America.

Are they serious? Look at some of this stupidity (insanity):

"persons shall be pursued .. for the prevention of crime";

"practice of religion shall be privileged";

"education shall be provided for those who meet elligibility

tests";

"bearing of arms shall be confined to the government";

In short this is a rape of America and the construction of a

dictatorship beyond anything ever yet created.  This should be

retitled: "Nightmare on 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue."

P0141194 $2.50Pamphlet

Notice of Nonappearance

Meador, Dan

If you employ an attorney, he is required to file a "Notice of

Appearance", and thereafter becomes "attorney of record." If

you enter a pleading, you make an appearance, and the fact that

you engaged the case to traverse issues is your factual

appearance. If you ask the court to do something, to rule on

points of law, fact, etc., issue orders, or whatever, you "appear"

and have therefore submitted to jurisdiction of the court. The

"Notice of Nonappearance" simply informs the court that you

aren't going to be there, and because the service was fraudulent

or in error, you are returning the papers intended for JOHN

DOE. In a sense, the notice of nonappearance is a courtesy, a

"special appearance", that aids the court in determining whether

or not essentials necessary to proceed in a case or controversy

are present. The first matter at issue, of course, is having proper

parties present." Document gives Dan's explanations and full

text of Notice.

P1400 $1.00Pamphlet

Notice of Nonappearance (pdf)

Meador, Dan

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf1400 $0.75eBook

Ohio Connection

Anonymous

This pamphlet details how the 17th amendment was not

properly ratified. Also because of the fact that Ohio was not a

state until 1953 many other laws are also nullified. This story is

a real can of worms!!! Every individual in Ohio born before

1953 may not be a citizen!!! 8.5" X 11"

P0003195 $2.95Pamphlet
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Open Letter to the Sheriffs

Fisher, Howard & Pond, Dale

"Origin of Office: The office of sheriff is an ancient one, dating

back to at least the time of Alfred, King of England, and the

holder thereof has always been the chief executive officer and

conservator of the peace in his shire or county. He is a county

officer representing the executive or administrative power of the

state within his county. In this country, the office is generally an

elective one, and anciently in England, sheriffs were elected by

freeholders of the county, although gradually, it became the

custom for the Crown to appoint the Sheriff. "

The Common Law is the basis for all lawful law in this country.

The police and sheriffs are being used illegally as 'bag men' for

the evil and vicious and unlawful Equity or Admiralty law. This

pamphlet reveals what this is, how it is, who is doing it and

most importantly what our real and true roles in all this was, is

and should be. Every law enforcement person in this country

needs to read this material. 8.5" X 11"

P0001395 $3.00Pamphlet

Open Letter to the Sheriffs
(pdf)

Fisher, Howard & Pond, Dale

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf1395 $1.50eBook

Our American Common Law

Fisher, Howard; Pond, Dale

We are the Masters of our government. This pamphlets tells

WHY, WHAT, HOW and WHO. Every person in America

needs to read this pamphlet. A brief history and clarification of

the American Constitutional Common Law. A discussion of the

differences between Common (good) Law and Equity (evil)

Law. Details on the current dictatorship by the bankers, judges

and bureaucracy. Details authority and responsibility of the

elected county sheriff. An exposé on Common Law Rights and

the Buck Act. 5.5" X 8"

P0002295 $3.00Pamphlet

Power Fight

Raushenbush, Stephen

Reprint of the original 1932 edition. Accurate and factual report

on the monopolization of the electric power industry prior to

and during the 1930s. Names names, companies, alliances,

trusts, government records and gives source references for every

fact. Indexed. Proves the "Public Utility" fraud, who did it, why

and how. A real eye opener! You'll know why New Science and

Physics has been fighting an uphill battle and who is causing the

trouble, pollution and oppression. 8.5" X 11" 160 pages.

B0361192 $14.95Book - Softbound

Redemption or
Institutionalized Control &
Conflict

Meador, Dan

Dan Meador wrote: "The following comment was written by

Alabama attorney Larry BeCraft, one of the nation's attorney's

who has been visibly on the front lines in the effort to correct

government!for over two decades. The reasonably short

commentary was directed to one of our "patriot" front-line

people. I have some comments that follow". 8 1/2" X 11"

P406 $1.95Pamphlet

Relation-Back Doctrine
Administrative Tax Lien &
Levy, 4th revision, June, 2002

Meador, Dan

The “relation-back doctrine” controls government interest in

private property that arises as the consequence of an obligation

imposed by law. In sum, the principle is this: While any given

statute may give the government right, title and interest in

property at the time of whatever act or omission the statute

specifies, the claim isn’t perfected and transfer may not be

executed until the matter is adjudicated. Once a lien is perfected

by way of a judgment from a court of competent jurisdiction, it

is retroactive to the date of the act or omission that gave rise to

the claim. This longstanding common-law doctrine has

variously been incorporated in statutes, but the necessity of

judicial procedure to perfect government interest isn’t

dependent on statutory language. Even when the relation-back

doctrine isn’t written into a statute that conveys interest in

private property for noncompliance with performance

requirements, it still controls statute construction. 8 1/2" X 11"

P206 $3.59Pamphlet
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Request for Assessment
Certificates and Related Items

Meador, Dan

PURPOSE: This request is being submitted to secure copies of

assessment certificates and related items maintained by the

Internal Revenue Service. The request is for calendar years

ending December 31, 1996 through 1998.

AUTHORITY: First, Fourth and Sixth Amendments to the

Constitution of the United States, 26 USC §§ 6103(c) & (e), 26

U.S.C. § 6203 & 26 CFR § 301.6203-1, and § 2 of 31 CFR Part

1, Appendix B of Subpart C.

ENCLOSURE: Memorandum titled, “Requirement for

Assessment Certificates & Disclosure Mandate” 8 1/2" X 11"

P706 $0.79Pamphlet

Requirement for Assessment
Certificates & Disclosue
Mandate

Meador, Dan

There is no federal income tax liability until the tax has been

assessed. The statutory requirement for assessments is classified

as Section 6203 of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. §

6203), and the controlling regulation is classified as Part

301.6203-1 of Title 26 of the Code of Federal Regulations (26

CFR § 301.6203-1).

Whenever someone billed for federal income taxes makes a

request, Internal Revenue Service personnel are required by

statute and regulation to provide a true and correct copy of the

underlying assessment certificate or certificates. There is no

statutory or regulatory authority for substitution of other

documents and records. Principal, penalties and interest must be

assessed separately for each tax period. However, in recent

years disclosure officers, revenue officers and other IRS

personnel have categorically refused to provide lawful,

procedurally proper assessment certificates. Responses

consistently equivocate and evade the issue with claims that

instruments such as the Individual Master File, Form 4340, and

other documents and computer-generated records provide

“presumptive evidence” that assessments have been made. The

practice is somewhat on the order of Satan quoting scripture to

Jesus. The presumptive evidence rationale is taken out of

context and for all practical purposes is a cloak for criminal

conspiracy.

This reasonably short paper addresses the fallacy of IRS

personnel’s failure to comply with requests for assessment

certificates. In addition to the memorandum in Section II, 26 U.

S.C. § 6203, 26 CFR § 301.6203-1 and relevant portions of

cited cases are reproduced in Sections III through VII. 8 1/2" X

11"

P906 $3.45Pamphlet

Review of the United Nations

Charter - A Collection of

Documents

Wiley

Originally prepared in 1954. If you want to know how far gone

the situation is read this document which is over 50 years old.

Mr. Cord Meyer, chairman of the national executive committee

of the United World Federalists, gave the following views to the

committee. By passing this resolution - "we in the United States

would be declaring our willingness to join with other nations in

transferring to the UN constitutional authority to administer and

enforce law that was binding on national governments and their

individual citizens."

P0004295 $2.95Pamphlet

Shadow Government of The

United States

Eastman, Richard D.

A general overview of the foundation situations making up the

difficulties facing our Great Nation. It is interesting to note that

no prominent politician speaks outwardly of these REAL

ISSUES. Not even the ones who have sworn by oath to do just

that. 8.5" X 11"

P0004394 $2.95Pamphlet
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Statement and Claim to IRS

Meador, Dan

In order to recover sums erroneously paid under the guise of

federal income and employment taxes, or resolve controversy

where the Internal Revenue Service has made a liability claim

for income and employment taxes (Subtitles A, B & C of the

Internal Revenue Code), it is necessary to submit a claim or

counter-claim. Therefore, in the event responsible Internal

Revenue Service personnel do not comply with statutory and

regulatory requirements within thirty days after you have

initiated inquiries, responded with collateral challenges and/or

initiated discovery, we will prepare statement and claim

documents for you. Where there are existing controversies with

the Internal Revenue Service, the statement and claim serves as

a counter-claim.

Statement and claim documents we’ve developed follow

guidelines of IRS-furnished returns. However, our “informal

claim” incorporates what amounts to a worksheet section that

identifies income sources and thereby reflects what items of

income are and aren’t subject to federal income and

employment taxes. Domestic and foreign sources are segregated

in compliance with 26 CFR § 1.861-1(a) instructions. Refer to

26 CFR § 1.861-8(a)(4) for statutory groupings and 26 CFR §

1.861-8T(d)(2)(iii) for items not excluded from specific

sources." 81/2" X 11"

P1006 $0.99Pamphlet

Status & Disclosure Affidavit

of Material Facts

Meador, Dan

"This status and disclosure affidavit of material facts frames my

relationship to internal revenue laws of the United States as I

understand them and is intended to satisfy requirements of

statements required by 26 U.S.C. § 6011(a). It complies with the

“substantial authority standard” (26 CFR § 1.6662-4(d)) and the

“good faith and reasonable cause standard” (26 CFR § 1.6664-4

(a)). It also satisfies requirements of state law, Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure and Federal Rules of Evidence and therefore

qualifies as testimony. For purposes of examination authorized

by 26 U.S.C. §§ 7602, et seq., this affidavit qualifies as

testimony authorized by § 7602(a)(3). Authority cites following

fact statements, i.e., code sections, regulations, delegation

orders, etc., are included merely to clarify statement application,

not advance conclusions of law. I have personal knowledge of

facts set forth herein (Rule 43(e), F.R.Civ.P. & Rule 602, F.R.

Evid.). The affidavit satisfies testimonial requirements of 26 U.

S.C. § 7602(a)(3). Fact statements apply to calendar years

ending December 31, 1991 though 2003, inclusive."

8 1/2" X 11"

P506 $0.89Pamphlet

Taxpayer Advocate Powers &
Responsibilities

Meador, Dan

Via legislation up to and including the Internal Revenue Service

restructuring and reform act of 1998 (RRA98), Congress

established several tax administration accountability forums to

prevent undue injury to those who contest liability allegations

and otherwise challenge Internal Revenue Service procedure.

Three are particularly important: The administrative appeals

function, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration

(TIGTA), and the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS). Each is

supposed to operate more or less independent of Internal

Revenue Service examination and collection departments and

each has specific responsibilities. 8 1/2 X 11"

P106 $1.95Pamphlet

The History of American
Constitutional or Common
Law with Commentary
Concerning Equity and
Merchant Law
Pond, Dale compiler

History and review of the American Constitution Law

(Common Law), review of true Citizenship and explanations

why America faces crisis after crisis. Written with common

sense, down-to-earth suggestions for changes as a Nation and

many things you can do on a personal level. Explains what is

Common Law, Equity Law, Admiralty or Merchant Law and

what these mean to you and your country. Contains a section on

suggested and useful court briefs. 8.5" x 11" 141 pages. ISBN 1

-57282-010-1 B0005192

B0005192 $11.95Book - Softbound
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The UCC Connection

Freeman, Howard

"This is a slightly condensed, casually paraphrased transcript of

tapes (not available) of a seminar given in 1990 by Howard

Freeman. We prepared it in order to make available the

knowledge and experience of Mr. Freeman in his search for an

accessible and understandable explanation of the confusing state

of the government and the courts. It should be helpful to those

who may have difficulty learning from lectures. Also it should

help those who want to develop a deeper understanding of the

information, without having to listen to three or four hours of

recorded material."

The famous paper detailing how to handle one's self while in

Court. How to handle traffic tickets. An explanation of UCC 1

-207, what it means and how and when to use it. Excellent

paper. 8.5" X 11"

P0231194 $2.00Pamphlet

The UCC Connection (pdf)

Freeman, Howard

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf231194 $1.00eBook

Thought as Force and its
Social Implications

Huntington, E. S.

The power of thought (attitude) or Mind-Power is powerful and

has many implications in day-to-day activities. This paper helps

explain why this is so. Gives a real good insight as to why we

are in the mess we are in. Also helps us understand some of

Keely's mysterious forces. 8.5" X 11"

P002488 $1.35Pamphlet

Trust Yourself!!! Create Your
Own Business Trust (UBO)

Pond, Dale & Logan, Larry

Boom your business to success, capture the rewards due you.

The do-it-yourself pure business trust. Protect yourself from

bureaucracies, licences, fees, moochers and looters. Liberate

your creativity to mushroom your wealth. Everything you need

to create your own Unincorporated Business Organization. All

forms supplied - just fill in the blanks. It is the same trust used

by the super-rich and those who wish to keep what is theirs

private and secure.  Legal and background documentation,

instructions and legal citations guide you to perfect preparation

of your own easy to operate business trus

t.

This onshore Common Law Business Trust has successfully

weathered two IRS audit

s!!!

•  The Business Trust  •

Most all of us have been or will be either directly or indirectly

exposed to a "judgement creditor.” Obtaining a judgment

against another individual or company is now big business.

Attorneys advertise through TV, radio, newspapers, and even on

park benches encouraging every one to think of someone they

can sue. The IRS is well-known for the atrocities and havoc they

wreck on the lives of families, businesses, and companies.

         Your assets are a lot like an egg. The contents are safe and

protected until the protective shell is broken. Once the integrity

of the egg is breached, the contents are vulnerable to the

adversary, be it a snake or a hostile two-legged pin-stripped suit.

Common or Constitutional Law was our protection. With the

increase in unlawful Equity transgressions your assets are now

at risk.

         Don't put all your "Risks" in one basket. Common Law

trusts are meant to protect the wealth of Americans.  One of the

greatest defenses we have, has been used by very wealthy

families for a great many generations.  We call it a UBO,

(Unincorporated Business Organization).It is not a typical trust

as set up by an attorney. Attorneys are taught to practice

statutory or equity law, not common law.  Equity law takes

away rights and property. Common law secures property and

rights. This trust allows for a great deal more privacy and

protection.
B0021194 $99.00Book - Softbound
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UBO - Additional UBO Trust

Delta Spectrum Research

Purchase of this item extends copyright permission to create one

additional  UBO trust organization with the original Trust

Yourself!!! Business Trust package which granted permission to

create only one UBO. You may purchase as many additional

copyright permissions (this catalog item) as you wish. One

permission extension allows creation of one new additional

UBO using the same blank forms contained in the original Trust

Yourself!!! package. Your online catalog purchase invoice

should be retained in your records as verification of this

purchase. When you purchase this item an invoice will be

automatically generated and emailed to you in a matter of

minutes.

R1601 $79.00N/A

UBO - Unincorporated
Business Organization or The
Common Law Business Trust

Logan, Larry; Pond, Dale

Brief history and summary of the Common Law Business Trust.

The trust described in this booklet is a Pure Trust. This little

pamphlet goes into a lot of detail and is highly recommended

for those interested in establishing their own business trust.

Contains glossary of legal terms and many court citations

supporting trusts. 8.5" X 11"

B0003195 $9.95Book - Softbound

UBO - Unincorporated
Business Organization or The
Common Law Business Trust
(pdf)

Logan, Larry; and Pond, Dale

Digital version of the hardcopy edition. eBook, pdf format.

Viewable with Adobe Acrobat. Password and access

information emailed to you when payment received.

pdf3195 $4.95eBook

Washington State Statute for
Restoring Constitutional
Rights and Status

Anonymous

This landmark initiative by the people of Washington State:

1) Restores Constitutional Citizen and Property Rights;

2) Keeps Unconstitutional Federal Laws out of Washington

State;

3) Requires that State legislation stay within the limits of the

State Consitution. This initiative should be enacted in every

state of the Union and most likely will be. 8.5" x 11"

P0011095 $4.00Pamphlet

Why Zoning Will Not Work - so
Instead of Zoning...

Fisher, Howard and Pond, Dale

"Where rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there

can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate

them." Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 491. Also see

Marbury v. Madison, 1801.

"A county may not impose a charge for the enjoyment of a right

granted by the Federal Constitution." McGoldrick v. Bewind-

White Co., 309 U.S. 33, 56-58.

Zoning is unconstitutional and therefore null and void. This

little paper fully makes this point and gives some very good

beginnings on how our communities can exist without chaos,

fascism, socialism and the current taking of private property

which includes your right to your own property without

interference. 8.5" X 11"

P0001796 $2.00Pamphlet
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Withholding from Wages at
Source Authorities

Meador, Dan

The purpose of this working file is to consolidate authorities

relating to withholding income taxes from wages at the source

as prescribed by Chapter 24 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Regulations reproduced in this document are current through

October 2002 except for the former 26 CFR § 1.1441-5.

Authorities texts are not altered except for underscoring added

to emphasize and draw attention to portions of any given

authority. Comments and annotations are provided in footnotes.

None of the authorities cited in this file have their own

footnotes.

Authorities in this file demonstrate that (1) government

employers and personnel are the only ones subject to

withholding Subtitle A income taxes from wages under

authority of Chapter 24 of the Internal Revenue Code and (2)

only nonresident aliens and foreign juristic entities construed as

employees are subject to mandatory withholding. Additionally,

the Treasury Financial Management Service must issue a Form

8655 Reporting Agent Authorization certificate before any

employer is authorized to withhold from wages.

Most authorities reproduced in this file are regulations, which

appear in numerical order.

8 1/2" X 11"

P1506 $2.79Pamphlet
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